Kite board in the incredible Kaliantan beach lagoon with IKO certified instructors

BEGINNER COURSE (Full – 6 hours)
The package consist on three 2 hour classes. On the first day you will discover the equipment and learn how to control the kite. The second class will allow you to discover the power of the kite by body-dragging in the water. During the last class you will try your first water start with the board in one hand and the bar to control the kite in the other hand.

The goal of the beginner package is to make you safe and autonomous rider. After this course most students are able to use the gear under the supervision of an instructor.

WATCHING SESSION (2-3 hours)
Are you able to manage your fist water-start and the kite control but you still need training to ride upwind? We offer you to ride under the supervision of an IKO certified instructor with specific exercises to quickly get you to the next level.

ADVANCED KITE LESSONS (2 hours)
These lessons for those who want to learn more techniques. This course is for people who are able to stay upwind and want to learn tricks to bring themselves to the next level. We’ll teach you: basic jumps, smooth transitions, jumping transitions, basic rotations, and many other tricks.

Kalianatan Kite Surf, located in the windiest part of the Island, is the first licensed Kite School in Lombok. We are IKO affiliated and have IKO certified instructors. The school offers kite courses, equipment rental and watching session.

Kalianatan beach is a long and has the perfect orientation. Large reefs in the entrance of the Bay create an extensive lagoon where you can play for hours on end. The area has consistent winds and is set in a stunning and remote location. The south-east trade winds prevalent from May till the end of September guarantee a good session on almost any occasion.
KITEBOARD ACTIVITY

ORGANIZATION
(2 HOUR SESSION)

- The lesson’s time schedule will depend of the wind and the tide
- Transfer to Kalianatan Beach (20 minutes from Ekas Breaks)
- Equipment preparation
- Enjoy your kiteboarding experience
- Equipment packaging and storing
- Return to Ekas Breaks

WHAT’S INCLUDED
Transfer to the beach, English spoken instructor, kiteboard equipment, security equipment

WHAT TO BRING
Sun cream, swimwear, rash-guard (or tee-shirt), a towel and water

RATES

Per person

KITEBOARDING COURSES & PACKAGES
FULL EQUIPMENT INCLUDED

6 HOURS PRIVATE BEGINNER PACKAGE 5,500,000 IDR
6 HOURS GROUP BEGINNER PACKAGE 3,500,000 IDR
(2 people, 1 teacher, 1 kite)
2 HOURS PRIVATE ADVANCED COURSE 2,000,000 IDR

Beginner package consist of a total of 6 hours focused on providing you the basis to become autonomous in the water and each focusing on: kite control, water control and free-riding. Includes full equipment.

EQUIPMENT RENTAL

2 HOURS FULL EQUIPMENT 1,000,000 IDR
2 HOURS KITE 700,000 IDR
2 HOURS BOARD 350,000 IDR
2 HOURS HARNESS 150,000 IDR
BEACH FEE 100,000 IDR

Transfer, pump, shade, fresh water rince

The rental of equipment is subject to instructor approval and requires upwind capability.

WATCHING SESSION

2 HOURS SUPERVISION 1,400,000 IDR
Includes full equipment

EKAS BREAKS, EKAS VILLAGE, LOMBOK, INDONESIA.
TEL: +62 822 3791 6767
INFO@EKASBREAKS.COM
QUAD BIKE

Ride your quad bike from jungles to beaches around the Ekas peninsula

1,000,000 IDR (Single)
1,500,000 IDR (Tandem)

ORGANIZATION
• Please book at least one day in advance

WHAT’S INCLUDED
One quad bike for one or two people, a helmet, professional quad bike guide, a helmet

WHAT TO BRING
Sun cream, comfortable clothes, sport shoes, cap and water

Make an quad bike trip with us will take you to an amazing experience riding an all-Terrain vehicle on long and challenging track along Lombok traditional villages, amazing flora and fauna, cliffs, lagoons, beaches and jungles where monkeys are waiting for you.

Make some stops to admire the Southern coastline where you are likely to have a beach all to yourself.

All tours are mostly on dirk roads and start with a safety briefing. With these fun machines you’ll be able to splash through streams as well as climb inclines and enjoy spectacular views.

With our local guide, you’ll have the opportunity to explore the most beautiful parts of Ekas Peninsula.

LEARN MORE AT
WWW.LOMBOKPLAYGROUND.COM
Experiment one day of motor biking in a pristine part of Lombok

90,000 IDR · FULL DAY (Per Person)

**Organization**
- Please book at least two hours in advance
- Take our Ekas Peninsula map and explore the area

**What’s included**
One motorbike for one or two people, helmets and an Ekas Peninsula roads map

**What to bring**
Some money (for private spending and petrol)
Sun cream, comfortable clothes, sport shoes, cap, water and a lunch box (for full-day trip)

Don’t miss the opportunity to explore the beautiful surroundings of Ekas Peninsula with a scooter.

Discover amazing flora and fauna, dozen of cliffs, lagoons, beaches and explore the jungle, where you might see monkeys playing and jumping around.

Explore remote and beautiful beaches like Kaliantan, Cobra beach, Kura-Kura and the rest of the Southern coastline where you are likely to have a beach all to yourself. Your dirt bike will drive you where you want.

Learn more at [WWW.LOMBOKPLAYGROUND.COM](http://WWW.LOMBOKPLAYGROUND.COM)
ACTIVITY

MOUNTAIN BIKE

Experiment one day of motor biking in the middle of a beautiful landscape.

90,000 IDR · FULL DAY (Per Person)

ORGANIZATION
• Please book in advance
• Take our Ekas Peninsula map and explore the area

WHAT’S INCLUDED
A mountain bike with a helmet and Ekas Peninsula roads map

WHAT TO BRING
Sun cream, comfortable clothes, sport shoes, cap, water and a lunch box (for full-day trip)

With our local guide or by yourself, don’t miss the opportunity to explore the beautiful surroundings of Ekas Peninsula with a mountain bike.

Discover amazing flora and fauna, dozen of cliffs, lagoons, beaches and explore the jungle, where you might see monkeys playing and jumping around.

Explore remote and beautiful beaches like Kaliantan, Cobra beach, Kura-Kura and the rest of the Southern coastline where you are likely to have a beach all to yourself. Your mountain bike will drive you where you want. All tours are mostly on dirt roads and start with a safety briefing.

Choose Your PLAYGROUND

LEARN MORE AT www.lombokplayground.com
Discover or improve your surfing with a great choice of waves suitable for all levels in Ekas Bay

Ekas Bay appeals to all levels of surfers. There are four surf spots to choose from: Inside Ekas, Outside Ekas, Beach Break and Southern Reef. The offer great quality surfing in stunning scenery with both safe and difficult waves.

Ekas Breaks hotel is ideally located, we’re only 15 minutes from Ekas Bay. You can reach the four un-crowded surf breaks easily.

Thanks to its particular location and set-up, Ekas Bay has good swell all year round. The peak season is from April until early November, when 6-12ft (2-4m) longer period swells arrive from a SSW direction. The wet season swells are 3-6ft (1-2m).

**OUTSIDE EKAS**
The bigger of the 2 waves in the bay. It is a long, hollow wall that breaks left, on reef, under a cliff face. This powerful wave is for the more experienced surfer as there’s a lot of water moving. Best on mid to high tides and a South, South-West wind. Suitable for intermediate surfers on smaller days.

**INSIDE EKAS**
This long wave breaking far inside the bay is located close to the Ekas Village. Best on mid to high tides and a South, South-West wind. The wave breaks as a peak in both right and left. The right is a high quality wave, particularly on low tide, suitable for advanced surfers. The left winds down the reef at high tide, a softer wave ideal for the less experienced surfer. Both short and long boards are suitable on the left.

**BEACH BREAK**
This break in front of Runcan beach, far inside Ekas Bay. This is a left and right beach break peak that’s ideal for learning surfing. We provide surfboards and surf lessons. Starting directly from the beach or coming over with one of the resort’s boat. The wave has an easy left ideal for long boarders or beginners.

**SOUTHERN REEFS**
Depending on the tide, swell and wind there are other potential waves in the nearby Southern Reefs. These are good in the wet season, or early mornings before the wind comes up in the dry season with north-west winds. These exposed reefs break almost all the time as they get hit directly by the swell. Hollow left and right peaks break in small swells. In large swells, one newly discovered hollow right winds over 800m down the open coast.
ORGANIZATION FOR A PRIVATE SESSION (2 HOUR SESSION)
- The time schedule is tide dependant
- We’ll drive you to resort by car or scooter (15 mins)
- Our boat will take you from Ekas Beach to the breaks (10-20 mins)
- Go in the water with a private instructor and enjoy the waves
- Return to Ekas Breaks

WHAT’S INCLUDED
Lift to the beach, boat, English-speaking instructor, surfboard

WHAT TO BRING
Sun cream, swimming suit, tee shirt, a towel and water

RATES

2 HOUR BEGINNER LESSON 650,000 IDR
Begin your lesson by learning on the sand the best way to get on the board and to stand up. After this we’ll hop on the boat and jump in the water with your board and your private teacher.

2 HOUR PRIVATE SURF LESSONS 650,000 IDR (Per person per trip)

BOAT RIDE INSIDE/OUTSIDE 100,000 IDR (Per person per trip)

BOAT RIDE SOUTHERN REEF 100,000 IDR (Per person per trip)

SURF BOARD RENTAL 200,000 IDR Per Session

SURF GUIDE 350,000 IDR
ACTIVITY

WAKEBOARD

Go on a thrilling wakeboard trip in Kuta or Mawun bays

200,000 IDR · 15 MINS (Per Person)

ORGANIZATION

• Please book at least one day in advance
• Meet our team directly on Kuta beach (close to Mandalika sign)
• Go wakeboarding in Kuta Bay or Mawun Bay

WHAT’S INCLUDED

15 minutes of wakeboarding, wakeboarding gear, life jacket and a private instructor

WHAT TO BRING

Sun cream, swimming-suit, tee-shirt and water

Because Kuta Bay and Mawun Bay are protected from a coral reef, the water in the lagoon inside is calm, making it ideal for practicing wakeboarding. The area is suitable for all levels, from beginner to advanced.

Wakeboarding is one of the most intense and fun water sports you can try. All the gear is provided and we use a top-grade jet-ski.

The activity starts with a briefing and guidance from our experienced instructors followed by 15 minutes of adrenaline fuelled wakeboarding.

That’s an exciting and family friendly adventure for everybody (you should be at least 12 years old for wakeboarding).
With our local guide or by yourself, don’t miss the opportunity to explore the beautiful surroundings of Ekas Peninsula with a dirt bike. Discover amazing flora and fauna, dozen of cliffs, lagoons, beaches and explore the jungle, where you might see monkeys playing and jumping around. Explore remote and beautiful beaches like Kaliantan, Cobra beach, Kura-Kura and the rest of the Southern coastline where you are likely to have a beach all to yourself. Your dirt bike will drive you where you want. All tours are 100% off-road and start with a safety briefing.

That’s an exciting and fun adventure for everybody (you should be 18 years or older for riding a dirt bike by yourself). This trip is family friendly.

**Organisation**
- Please book at least one day in advance
- Take our Ekas Peninsula map and explore the area

**What’s Included**
One dirt bike, a helmet and an Ekas Peninsula road map

**What to Bring**
Sun cream, comfortable clothes, sport shoes, cap, water and a lunch box (for full-day trip)
Donut riding is an extremely fun water sport. The tour uses a top-grade jet-ski and gear. Get your adrenaline pumping by riding the water towed by a jet-ski in a perfect setup. Kuta Bay is beautiful and protected from the wind. After being briefed by our instructors, enjoy an explosive 15 minutes of fun. That’s an exciting, family friendly adventure (you must be at least 8 years old to ride).
Go on an exhilarating jet-ski trip in the pristine bays of Kuta and Mawun

- **810,000 IDR · 30 MINS** (Per Person)
- **1,620,000 IDR · 1 HOUR** (Per Person)

Kuta Bay and Mawun are the perfect lagoons to enjoy a jet-ski ride due to the fact that they are protected by the coral reef. The location is suitable for all levels, from beginner to advanced.

We’ll make sure you experience a safe and exhilarating ride that shows you a different side of Lombok.

Our jet-skis can take up to 3 people and are family friendly. Go on an exhilarating ride for 30 minutes or an hour.

**Organisation**
- Please book at least one day in advance
- Meet our team at Kuta beach (close to the Mandalika sign)
- Our instructors will brief you and make sure you all the safety measures are in place
- Hop on the jet-ski and enjoy the ride

**What’s included**
A jet-ski ride, life jacket and a private instructor

**What to bring**
Sun cream, swimwear, tee-shirt and water

**Learn more at**
WWW.LOMBOKPLAYGROUND.COM
Because Ekas Bay is protected from wind, practice of kayaking is reachable for all levels, from beginner to advanced.

Discover the bay as well as Ekas Southern coastline and make a break in one of his nice beaches like Rungkan or Ekas beach... Enjoy a white sand beach and blue water all to yourself!

Our kayaking trips reward the active traveller with a unique and exhilarating way to explore the wilderness.

To finish a great day of enjoying Ekas Peninsula, come with Ekas Breaks team to one of our Sunset drink with bonfire and make a kayak trip in front of a beautiful sunset...

That’s an exciting and fun adventure for everybody (you should be minimum 8 years old for riding a kayak by yourself), family friendly.

Experiment a great kayak trip in Ekas bay’s clear water

202,000 IDR · HALF DAY (Per Person)
337,000 IDR · FULL DAY (Per Person)
With our partner Ozone Adventure experiment incredible adventures in Lombok and Sumbawa

**PRICES DEPEND ON TYPE OF ADVENTURE**

All our adventures are on board our 36 ft fast boat, have something for everyone and are customised to what people on board want to do. Choose one of our amazing trips: Lombok surf adventure, Sumbawa surf adventure, Diving, Exploring & Snorkelling, Fishing adventure or Sunset Cruise.

Join us to seek out the best, un-crowded waves of the day. Your customised tour will take you to South Lombok to surf famous breaks or if you prefer go to west Sumbawa to surf famous breaks all in a day. Our trained crew will drop and pick you up straight from the wave in the inflatable tender.

If you prefer jumping into the water, explore the pristine islands and beaches of South Lombok or Sumbawa on our beach hopping adventure. If you’re feeling more adventurous add our unforgettable diving adventures that cover all levels of expertise and are guided by expert PADI certified instructors.

With the Ozone Seahorse you can enjoy some of the best fishing in the world at Alas Straights in comfort and safety.

Finally, our boat can get you to spectacular sunset locations only reachable by boat. Our trip includes a sunset drink so you can sit back and enjoy the view in complete comfort from our rooftop.

**ORGANIZATION**
- Please book at least one day in advance
- Minimum 6 people
- One day trip
- Departure from Kuta, Lombok
- Tour duration and itinerary: depending of the trip you choose

**WHAT’S INCLUDED**
Free soft drinks and picnic, 36 FT fast boat, captain, boat crew, guide, snorkelling gear, fishing gear, motorised rubber dingy and life raft

**WHAT TO BRING**
Surf board (if you are surfer), sun cream, swimming-suit, cap and tee-shirt

**LEARN MORE AT**
[WWW.LOMBOKPLAYGROUND.COM](http://WWW.LOMBOKPLAYGROUND.COM)
**ACTIVITY**

**SUP**

Experiment Stand Up Paddle trip in Ekas bay’s clear water

200,000 IDR · 2 HOUR SESSION
(Per Person)

**ORIENTATION**

- Please book at least one day in advance
- Our instructor will brief you
- Hop on the SUP and enjoy Ekas Bay

**WHAT’S INCLUDED**

A SUP with a paddle, a life jacket and a ride to the beach

**WHAT TO BRING**

Sun cream, swimming-suit, cap, tee-shirt and water

Because Ekas Bay is protected from wind, practice of Stand Up Paddle (also called SUP) is available for all levels.

This board is incredibly versatile, whether you want to go for a trip, wave surfing, racing, fishing or practicing yoga.

Discover the bay as well as Southern coastline of Ekas. Take a break in incredible beaches like Rungkan or Ekas beach where you’re likely to be all by yourself.

To finish off a great day at Ekas Peninsula, come with the Ekas Breaks team to our sunset spot, where you can enjoy a drink with a bonfire or take a SUP trip enjoying the beautiful sunset.

This is an exciting and fun adventure for everybody.

**LEARN MORE AT**

WWW.LOMBOKPLAYGROUND.COM

Choose Your PLAYGROUND